In order to assess the impact of the inclusion of MgO in our texture calculations, we compared a simple case of one layer of constants with no topography on the pv-ppv transition, as for Walker et al. (2011) .
. Strength of anisotropy of elastic constants for each plasticity model used in the shear wave splitting calculations at radius 3555 km (75 km above the CMB). Shown are the values of A U , the universal anisotropy index (Ranganathan & Ostoja-Starzewski, 2008) , for the aggregate elasticity tensors, evaluated each 5 • in latitude and longitude. The three plasticity cases, P100, P010 and P001 are shown for the three regions investigated here (left: Northwest Pacific; middle: Americas; right: Siberia). Black squares show 5 • blocks outside of the ppv stability field, hence no texturing is assumed. White area at top of Siberia plot show that no constants were evaluated outside the coloured area. Figure S2 . Strength of anisotropy of elastic constants for each plasticity model used in the shear wave splitting calculations at radius 3605 km (125 km above the CMB). Same as for Figure S1 . Table S1 . Event-receiver geometries for shear wave splitting measurements we compare to predictions from the texture model. 'Events' and 'receivers' are average (usually median) locations for average (NW Pacific) or stacked measurements of splitting. Figure S3 . Strength of anisotropy of elastic constants for each plasticity model used in the shear wave splitting calculations at radius 3655 km (175 km above the CMB). Same as for Figure S1 . Note that by comparison with the figure in the main text, and observing the instability region of ppv in NW Pacific, a double-crossing of the pv-ppv phase boundary has occurred in this region. b One-and two-standard deviation range of χ 2 c values for a sample of 500,000 random orientations. Figure S4 . Examples of synthetic split waveforms and minimum-eigenvalue surfaces. An example is given for each of the three plasticity models. Top panels show waveform before (left) and after (right) application of optimal apparent splitting operator when rotated to the optimal fast orientation. Middle panels show particle motion before and after correction with best splitting. Bottom panels show λ 2 surfaces for analysis, with the 95% confidence contour shown as thick line. Note W2 for P001 is excluded from further analysis because no single apparent splitting operator can recover adequately linear particle motion. Figure S5 . Strength of anisotropy for elastic constants without MgO (top), with MgO mixed with ppv (middle) and with MgO and ppv forming separated aggregates. Average and peak values of A U are highest for the case without MgO, then for the mixture, then for the separated phase calculations.
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